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The Rise of the Fourth Estate
How Newspapers Became
Informative and Why It Mattered
Matthew Gentzkow, Edward L. Glaeser, and 
Claudia Goldin6.1 Introduction
A free and informative press is widely agreed to be crucial to the demo-
cratic process. The impact of investigative reporting in the Watergate scan-
dal and the role of the press in the exposure of Enron’s accounting irregu-
larities, among other legendary episodes, buttress the view that journalists
can make a diﬀerence. Allegations of distortion and political bias in media
(e.g., Goldberg 2001) are greeted today with hand wringing as a threat to
government, even to society as a whole.
But from a historical perspective, the remarkable thing is not that the
media remains somewhat biased but rather that there is now an expectation
that the press will provide unbiased information. At the start of the repub-
lic, newspapers such as the Aurora were little more than public relations
tools funded by politicians. In the nineteenth century, independence was a
rarity. As late as 1870, 89 percent of urban dailies that covered political
events proudly acknowledged their aﬃliation to one of the political par-
ties.1Information hostile to a newspaper’s political viewpoint was either ig-
nored or dismissed as sophistry. Indeed, typical nineteenth-century news
items seem more partisan than even the most rabid modern editorials. To-
day’s media retain biases, but they are modest relative to the advocacy that
was the norm of the nineteenth century.
Our concern here is with the causes and consequences of the rise of the
informative press, a potent check on corruption. In section 6.2 we docu-
ment the evolution of media bias using three types of evidence. First, we
construct a basic measure of bias: stated party aﬃliation.2While stated po-
litical independence is no guarantee of independence, stated party aﬃli-
ation is surely a guarantee of bias. The share of political newspapers that
claimed to be independent rose from 11 percent in 1870 to 62 percent in
1920.3Another measure of bias is the use of charged language by the press.
Negative words such as “slander,” “liar,” and “villainous” are used by pa-
pers to dismiss undesirable statements; words such as “honest,” “honor-
able,” and “irreproachable” are used to defend political heroes. Using tex-
tual analysis, we ﬁnd a substantial drop in partisan and charged language
across the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Because these aggregate measures are imprecise, we also examine the
press coverage of two major scandals: the Crédit Mobilier scandal of the
early 1870s and the Teapot Dome scandal of the 1920s. Our ﬁndings here
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1. The earliest statistics on newspaper party aﬃliation come from the 1850 Population
Census of Social Statistics. About 85 percent had an aﬃliation, a ﬁnding not much diﬀerent
from data on urban dailies in 1870.
2. The use of party aﬃliation as a measure of bias is similar to that in Hamilton (2004).
3. The 62 percent ﬁgure uses an inclusive measure of independence that includes papers
that were listed as independent-Republican or independent-Democrat. The less inclusive
measure is 40 percent.support the results of the textual analysis: “spin,” as measured by charged
language and editorializing in news stories, was common in the coverage
of Crédit Mobilier but was negligible during Teapot Dome. We also ﬁnd
subtler diﬀerences in media behavior between the two scandals. During the
earlier scandal, many Republican papers omitted the critical early news
that might have cast aspersions on their own party. When these papers
eventually did print or acknowledge the stories, they were coupled with vi-
olent derogation of Democratic sources. By the 1920s Republican papers
no longer coupled allegations of the corruption of their party members
with condemnation of the character of the person making the charge. Al-
though stories were still suppressed even during the 1920s, the growth of
independent newspapers meant that most urban residents had access to
the story.
After documenting the rise of the informative press, we turn to the
causes of this change. In section 6.3 we follow Besley and Prat (2004) and
present a supply-side model suggesting that newspapers weigh the rewards
of bias—politicians’ bribes or personal pleasure—against the costs of
bias—lost circulation from providing faulty news. The key predictions of
the model are that as the size of the market for newspapers rises and as the
marginal cost of producing a paper falls, newspapers will become less bi-
ased and invest more in gathering information. The model also suggests
that increased competition may further reduce bias.
In section 6.4, we present evidence suggesting that the rise of the in-
formative press was the result of increased scale and competitiveness in the
newspaper industry and that technological progress was the cause of these
changes. We document the great increase in circulation, the rise in scale,
and the overall rise in competition. We also provide evidence showing a
link between these trends and the cost of newsprint and newspaper pro-
duction. Finally, we provide some evidence linking the rise in the inde-
pendents to growing news markets. We focus on the share of newspaper
circulation that claimed to be independent and ﬁnd that this share in-
creased most rapidly in cities that had the largest increases in population.
6.2 The Rise of the Informative Press
The informative press emerged sometime between the 1870s and the
early 1900s. We present information on the transition using three sources
on bias and factual content of newspapers. The ﬁrst is the number of news-
papers that claimed to be independent, rather than being politically aﬃli-
ated. The second is a time series of words in newspaper articles that suggest
a decline in argumentative hyperbole, as opposed to reasoned presentation
of facts. Finally we study newspaper reporting of two of the biggest na-
tional scandals in American history: Crédit Mobilier in the 1870s and Tea-
pot Dome in the 1920s.
How Newspapers Became Informative and Why It Mattered 1896.2.1 The Growth of the Independent Press
Newspapers today vehemently deny that they deliver anything but fair
and balanced reporting. Such arguments were rarely heard during much of
the nineteenth century, for newspapers never claimed to deliver the unvar-
nished truth. To the contrary, they proclaimed their close aﬃliation with
one of the two major political parties. Although the assertion of “inde-
pendence” by a press does not imply unbiased reporting, an outright dec-
laration of party aﬃliation does seem to assure a political slant to the news.
Throughout the mid-nineteenth century, the vast majority of newspapers
were explicitly aﬃliated with one of the major political parties. Some were
directly supported by a party, whereas others were supported by patronage
positions, such as postmaster, and contracts with the government to print
materials.4
Many of the pre–Civil War presses were bully pulpits for political bosses.
Take Thurlow Weed, for example. He apprenticed as a printer, worked for
the Rochester Telegraph, and then bought the newspaper, which he used to
support his candidates. He soon set his sights higher and took charge of the
Albany Evening Journal, a Whig party paper backed by the Anti-Masonic
party. He used the paper to support Seward for New York State governor
in 1838. Together with another well-known editor, Horace Greeley, he suc-
cessfully worked to elect President Harrison in 1840 (Emery and Emery
1992, p. 104).
Sometime between 1870 and the early 1900s newspapers became de-
monstrably less connected to political parties. To explore changes in the
party aﬃliation of the press, we have assembled data on newspapers in the
largest U.S. cities between 1870 and 1920.5 The data include any city that
was among the largest 100 in any decennial census year during the period,
for a total of 152 cities.
In 1870 only 11 percent of daily newspapers in large cities were identi-
ﬁed as independent (see table 6.1, panel B).6 Although the independents
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4. Political parties before the 1830s, according to Cook (1998), ﬁnanced the press through
direct patronage (e.g., printing contracts). Although the government was initially a sponsor
of the press, it later subsidized it through low postal rates. On political subsidies and when the
independent press emerged, see also Kaplan (1993). Schudson (1978) contains a history of the
informative content of the press, and Summers (1994) discusses the transition from a partisan
to an independent press.
5. Our data set expands Hamilton’s (2004), which he kindly gave us. The details of the con-
struction of the data set are given in appendix A.
6. Throughout the paper, we exclude the foreign language press and dailies that were not
general-interest newspapers (e.g., ﬁnancial, fashion, theater, and gardening periodicals). We
also exclude the minor political parties in table 6.1. In the newspaper directories from which
our data are drawn, newspapers were listed by party aﬃliation, including independent, and
after 1870 were also classiﬁed as independent-Republican or independent-Democrat. We
have constructed two deﬁnitions of independent: a broad one that includes all three and a
narrow one that includes only independent.Table 6.1 The growth of dailies, circulation, and independent newspapers: 1870 to 1920
All cities in sample
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920
A. Newspapers by city
Number of cities 140 149 150 150 150 150
Fraction cities with
Dailies 0.743 0.866 0.947 0.967 0.973 0.967
Independent1 dailies 0.164 0.517 0.647 0.633 0.753 0.827
Independent2 dailies 0.164 0.436 0.527 0.527 0.627 0.653
Dailies by city
None 0.257 0.134 0.053 0.033 0.027 0.033
One 0.129 0.148 0.060 0.047 0.073 0.100
Two 0.307 0.248 0.240 0.293 0.287 0.313
Three or more 0.307 0.470 0.647 0.627 0.613 0.553
B. Political aﬃliation of newspapers
Fraction of dailies by partya
Republican 0.527 0.386 0.336 0.360 0.332 0.219
Democratic 0.360 0.316 0.319 0.302 0.216 0.164
Independent1 0.114 0.298 0.345 0.337 0.452 0.618
Independent2 0.114 0.257 0.263 0.261 0.340 0.404
Circulation per capita
All dailies 0.194 0.253 0.419 0.450 0.577 0.606
Independent1 dailies 0.051 0.135 0.215 0.217 0.300 0.441
Independent2 dailies 0.051 0.128 0.192 0.175 0.237 0.265
Independent fraction of circulationb
Independent1 0.263 0.534 0.513 0.424 0.520 0.728
Independent2 0.263 0.506 0.458 0.389 0.411 0.437
C. Newspaper competition: Fraction of cities containing newspapers of the following typesc
Only D or R or I 0.289 0.279 0.162 0.145 0.205 0.386
(Only I) (0.039) (0.070) (0.049) (0.055) (0.110) (0.317)
(D or R) and I 0.058 0.171 0.232 0.269 0.411 0.407
D and R [not I] 0.529 0.194 0.204 0.255 0.130 0.076
D and R and I 0.125 0.357 0.401 0.331 0.253 0.131
D. Newspaper prices (real): Annual cost in 1982–84 dollars
Unweighted n.a. 57.41 64.34 62.23 53.02 35.74
Weighted by circulation n.a. 71.76 60.90 55.90 44.76 33.33
Per square inch   100, weighted n.a. n.a. 1.657 1.383 0.844 n.a.
Sources: N. W.  Ayer and Son (various years), Rowell (various years). See appendix A. City population data
from Gibson (1998). Deﬂator (see line 8) from Carter et al. (forthcoming).
Notes: The universe of cities is the union of the top 100 by population in every year. “All cities” includes every
city that contained a population in the year given. Brooklyn and New York City are treated as separate cities af-
ter they merged. The cities of Charlestown, MA, and Allegheny, PA, exit the sample due to mergers. Results from
a balanced panel of cities (those in the sample every year even if they do not include a daily in some year) are
nearly identical. Daily newspapers include both aligned and independent papers but exclude specialized peri-
odicals (e.g., ﬁnancial, music, fashion, garden). We have also excluded minor political party newspapers (e.g.,
Socialist, Labor, Populist) and, most importantly, the foreign-language press. We use two deﬁnitions of “inde-
pendent.” “Independent1” includes independent-Republican (IR) and independent-Democratic (ID), as well as
independent. “Independent2” includes only independent. The deﬂator is the CPI, 1982–84   100: 1880, 10.2;
1890, 9.1; 1900, 8.4; 1910, 9.5; 1920, 20.0. The “square inch” calculations divide by the size of the page times the
number of pages in the newspaper. There are no data available for 1870 and 1880; that for 1920 is not in square
inches. n.a.   not available.
aRepublican, Democratic, and Independent sum to 1. The omitted categories using Independent2 are the IR
and ID papers.
bCirculation per capita for the independents divided by the circulation for all dailities.
cIndependent is deﬁned here as Independent1.were among the larger papers and accounted for 26 percent of circulation,
the overwhelming majority of Americans in 1870 read papers that were
openly partisan. The partisanship of the press changed substantially over
the next half century. In 1920 62 percent of all big-city newspapers were in-
dependents, and 73 percent of all big-city circulation was (table 6.1, panel
B using the broader deﬁnition of “independent”). Independent papers
were anomalies in 1870, but ﬁfty years later they had become the norm.
The largest increases in the independent press during 1870 to 1920 oc-
curred at both the beginning and end of the period—the 1870s and the
1910s. The earlier decade contains responses to the excesses of the Grant
administration, and the last decade includes part of the Progressive Era.
Independent papers can increase as a fraction of the total because of an in-
crease in new independents, the conversion of existing aligned papers, the
exit of nonindependents, and mergers of aligned papers with independ-
ents. The breakdown in net additions to the independent press due to en-
try, exit, conversions, and mergers is given in table 6.2 for the ﬁve decades
from 1870 to 1920. With the exception of the last decade (1910 to 1920), the
vast majority of net additions came from start-up newspapers that began
as independents.
There were many conversions of older papers, to be sure. Democrat and
Republican newspapers became independent (or combined independence
with a previous aﬃliation), and some nonaligned papers became aligned.
But across the forty-year period 1870–1910 there were about three times as
many newly established independent papers for every net conversion. Only
in the last decade did conversions from other political parties play a major
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Table 6.2 The increase in the independent press: 1870 to 1920
Among independent newspapers
Total papers  Net  Net  Net change 
Period in end year additions Entry Exit conversions from mergers
1870–1880 373 81 68 13 29 –3
1880–1890 476 53 74 30 11 –2
1890–1900 486 0 38 39 5 –4
1900–1910 467 47 47 34 37 –3
1910–1920 421 49 26 31 62 –8
Sources: See appendix A.
Notes: The newspapers analyzed are all “political” papers in our sample of the top 100 cities
by population in each year from 1870 to 1920. We limit “total newspapers” to include those
with major political aﬃliations: Republican, Democrat, or Independent, deﬁned as I, IR, and
ID. Newspapers with other political aﬃliations (e.g., Socialist, Labor) are implicitly included
in “Net conversions” if they switched to become independent or left the independent rank to
become one of the “other” aﬃliations. The group from “other” and to “other” is a small num-
ber in all decades listed. “Net additions” is the number of independent papers in the later year
minus that in the earlier year given. It is also equal to (Entry – Exit   Net conversions   Net
change from mergers).role in the rise of the independents. In the 1910–1920 decade the trend re-
versed and there were three times as many net conversions for every new in-
dependent paper. A majority (60 percent) of the conversions in the 1910s
went from Republican to independent (evenly divided between indepen-
dent [I] and independent-Republican [IR]).
The switch to independence did not necessarily imply a lack of bias, and
many nominally independent papers revealed extreme political bias on oc-
casion. Still, the fact remains that in 1870 papers trumpeted their bias and
by 1920 they at least pretended to be unbiased. The image of independence
had become a valued asset.
6.2.2 The Decline of Partisan Content
We  now turn to the content and rhetoric of the news to determine
whether the rise in declared independence was matched by comparable
changes in reporting. Certain words are far more likely to appear in factu-
ally vacuous articles than in those that soberly report a fact. For papers on
the defensive side of the issue these words include “lie” and its many syn-
onyms.7 The rhetoric on the oﬀensive side uses the editorializing ﬁrst per-
son plural. Substantial intrusion of “we” into the text indicates that the
newspaper is editorializing in the main body of the news.
Newspaper coverage of the famed Crédit Mobilier scandal of the 1870s,
one of our case studies, provides illustrations of both types of bias. Ac-
cording to the Republican (thus on the defensive) Albany Evening Journal:
The Credit Mobilier libel is the latest but not probably the last lie which
the “truck and dicker” gentry will issue during the campaign. The libel
was invented by knaves but it is retailed by fools. (September 16, 1872)
The answer of Vice-President Colfax to the Credit Mobilier slander
is manly and digniﬁed. There was no need, however of any reply to this
infamous calumny from him or from the others....  I t  i s  one of the in-
famies of this campaign that the supporters of Greeley stop at no out-
rage, however atrocious, at no falsehood, however monstrous, at no stab
at character, however, dastardly. (September 26, 1872)
The ﬁrst instance of the story as reported by the Republican Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin contains six subheadlines including “Political Slanders,”
“How Leading Republicans are Viliﬁed,” and “The Whole Thing Proven to
Be False,” and the story began with “The attempt to fasten the charge of
bribery . . . has already been shown to be utterly untrue” (September 14,
1872). This heavily rhetorical style of writing was the norm, not the excep-
tion, during most of the nineteenth century.
At the other end of the political spectrum were the anti-Grant papers,
which spun their stories with the editorial “we.” “At last we have one more
utterance on the Crédit Mobilier scandal....  M r .  W i l s o n  d e n i e s ....  B u t
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7. See appendix B for a list of the synonyms we have found in the 1870s....   weknow what his word is worth,” wrote the New York Tribune(Septem-
ber 16, 1872, italics added), a Republican, anti-Grant newspaper. Some
of the independents, such as the Baltimore Sun, wrote factual stories with
little spin. But the New York Sun, also an independent, broke the story to
the American public using six subheadlines including “The King of Frauds,”
“Colossal Bribery,” “Congressmen Who Have Robbed the People, and
Who Now Support the National Robber,” and “How Some Men Get  For-
tunes.”
By using a search engine capable of searching across several hundred elec-
tronically scanned newspapers, we are able to explore a wide range of news-
papers for particular words to see if their use rose or fell over the period.8To
deﬂate for the general amount of reporting we divide the number of in-
stances that a word appears by the same for the neutral word “January.”9
Among the various synonyms for “lie,” we have chosen “slander” to use
in the search, and at the opposite extreme in rhetoric we have used the word
“honest.”10 Figure 6.1 shows the time path of “slander” and “honest” (us-
ing a three-year centered moving average) from 1850 to 1950 deﬂated by
the word “January.” The use of the word “slander” indicates editorial in-
tervention and the aim of discrediting an opposing view, whereas “honest”
is used to build respect.
Allegations of “slander” abounded in the 1850s, the start of the period
depicted in ﬁgure 6.1, when the word appeared about 1/12 as often as the
word “January.” By the 1880s, however, the relative usage of “slander” had
begun to decline, and by the 1920s “slander” appeared just 1/30 as often as
our deﬂator word. Similarly, the word “honest” declined in usage by about
one-half from the late nineteenth century to the 1920s. The highly opin-
ionated style of reporting that was common in the 1870s had become un-
common by the early twentieth century.
General use of charged language also changed during the nineteenth
century, as can be seen from a count of the word “honest” (and its variants)
in books.11 But the trend in literature substantially diﬀers from that in the
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8. We use Ancestry.com. Although several hundred newspapers are stored at this site, the
number in the years we use ranges from about ten in the 1840s to ﬁfty for most of the period
after the 1880s. The newspapers, furthermore, are almost all from small towns and only oc-
casionally include a big-city newspaper. The search engine counts a hit if a word is found at
least once on a page. Other search engines, such as Proquest, count a hit if a word is found at
least once in an article.
9. To deﬂate for reporting that is political, we have also used the number of all words be-
ginning with “politic.” We do not report those time series in ﬁgure 6.1 because they reveal sim-
ilar time trends.
10. We traced all words beginning with “slander” (e.g., slanderous) and all words begin-
ning with “honest.”
11. We have used “The Making of America” collection, http://www.hti.umich.edu/m/
moagrp/ at the University of Michigan and http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/ at Cornell
University, which is smaller, and restricted the search to “books” to exclude some literature,
such as magazines and pamphlets, which would be similar in content to newspapers. We date
the literature by the publication year and deﬂate by the neutral word “January.”political press. The use of “honest,” relative to other neutral words such as
“January,” began high in the 1830s. It declined almost continuously to 1885
but then remained fairly constant until the end of the series around 1905.
In the political press, on the other hand, the usage of the word “honest,”
relative to more neutral words, was uneven to 1890, after which it plum-
meted. Thus, general usage of charged and emotional words did change in
the nineteenth century, but the change preceded that in the political press
by about a half century. The change in the language used by political news-
papers is consistent with the notion that the press became less biased and
more independent late in the nineteenth century.
As interesting and suggestive as are these facts, they report broad trends
with many possible interpretations. To assess the degree to which the bias
and information content of the news media changed, we turn to case stud-
ies of the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome aﬀairs.
6.2.3 Case Studies of Political Scandal Reporting
In the pantheon of national political scandals in the United States a few
stand out as momentous. Of these, we have chosen two that are separated
by exactly ﬁfty years and span the period of greatest expansion in national
daily newspaper circulation per capita and in the number of daily newspa-
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Fig. 6.1 Indicators of biased reporting
Source: Ancestry.com scanned newspapers using optical character recognition software. See
introduction to this volume for more information on Ancestry.com and its newspapers.
Notes: “January” and all words beginning with “slander” and “honest” were searched. A hit
occurs when at least one word is found on a newspaper page (this search routine is done by
page, not by article). The newspapers covered vary by year, and each year contains anywhere
from ten to ﬁfty newspapers. Most of the newspapers are from small cities and towns.pers (see ﬁgure 6.2). The ﬁrst of these scandals has become known as
Crédit Mobilier and was exposed to the public in September 1872. The sec-
ond has been called the Teapot Dome aﬀair and was initially revealed in
April 1922.
To understand how corruption scandals were reported by diﬀerent types
of newspapers and how their reporting changed over time, we have chosen
nineteen daily newspapers. Of these, seventeen existed during the Crédit
Mobilier scandal and seventeen existed during the Teapot Dome aﬀair.
The newspapers selected include most of the major presses in America, but
we have also made an eﬀort to obtain papers from cities that were small,
that were distant from the center of national political activity, and that had
only one daily paper (see appendix B, table 6B.3).
We have obtained every article covering the events during two critical
periods in their history and have coded them to establish (a) whether par-
ticular “facts” were reported; (b) the size, in column inches, of the stories
printed; (c) the degree of “spin”; and (d) the timeliness of reporting the
facts. Spin is measured in two ways. The ﬁrst counts the number of times
the word “lie” and its various synonyms appeared in the ﬁrst two para-
graphs of each article (scaled by the number of articles). The second counts
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Fig. 6.2 Daily newspapers and circulation per capita: 1790 to 1998
Sources:Dailies, 1790–1925: Dill (1928), table V, p. 28; 1929–1998: Editor and Publisher (var-
ious years).
Notes: Daily circulation for 1850 to 1921 is imputed by converting newspaper subscriptions
into circulation using the ratio of the two for 1921. That for 1921 to 1928 is interpolated. U.S.
population is imputed from decennial censuses. These data are for the entire United States
and are, therefore, diVerent from those in table 6.1, which are for large U.S. cities.the number of times the ﬁrst person plural (in any form; as in “we believe”)
was used in the ﬁrst two paragraphs (also scaled by the number of articles).
The ﬁrst form of spin is anticipated to have been used more by the papers
on the defensive, whereas the second form of spin would be expected to be
used by those on the oﬀensive. In both cases, spin is an editorial ploy and
departs from factual reporting.
Because both of the scandals lasted for years—the Teapot Dome aﬀair
was not ﬁnalized until 1928—we have chosen two relatively brief periods
for each scandal. The ﬁrst period is several weeks around the breaking
news of the story. The second is an equally brief period when an important
detail or decision was announced. We call this the resolution period.
Both the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome scandals were complex
events and, to this day, have unresolved or undisclosed aspects. We have
compiled various indisputable facts concerning the cases and study how
these facts were reported by the various presses.
Crédit Mobilier
Crédit Mobilier was an independent corporate entity, set up as the con-
struction arm of the Union Paciﬁc Railroad, part of the great transconti-
nental railroad. Since stock in the Union Paciﬁc Railroad was widely held,
skimming oﬀ contracts by the Union Paciﬁc would not greatly beneﬁt par-
ticular individuals. But Crédit Mobilier was neither widely held nor traded.
The Crédit Mobilier scandal concerned a congressman, Oakes Ames,
whose ﬁnancial stake in Crédit Mobilier led him to use stock of that com-
pany to bribe (or reward) other government oﬃcials.
The Crédit Mobilier scandal was broken by the New York Sun on Sep-
tember 4, 1872, with the publication of a letter, dated January 28, 1868,
purportedly written by Congressman Oakes Ames of Massachusetts to
one Colonel Henry McComb. The letter contained a list of names, includ-
ing the current vice president, Schuyler Colfax, who had been a congress-
man in 1868, ten representatives, and four senators, to whom Ames had
sold stock in Crédit Mobilier, placing the Crédit Mobilier stock “where it
will produce the most good.”12Among the list was James Blaine (Congress,
R-ME), current speaker of the house; James Garﬁeld (Congress, R-OH),
later to become president; George Boutwell (Congress, R-MA), current
secretary of the treasury; Henry Wilson (Senate, R-MA), the current vice-
presidential candidate on the Grant ticket; and the chairs of most of the
important House committees, including Ways and Means. Although the
historical record established that Ames actually “sold” the stock, rather
than gave it, to at least some of the individuals mentioned, the share price
was approximately equal to the dividends paid out in just one year. Of great
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12. The quotation is from the letter, as reported in the New York Sunand many other news-
papers.importance is that all but one was a Republican and a supporter of Presi-
dent Grant.
Oakes Ames and his brother had been major investors in the Union Pa-
ciﬁc and were part of a group that held stock in Crédit Mobilier. Because
the Union Paciﬁc had received large grants and loans from the federal gov-
ernment and in 1868 appeared to need more, the letter from Ames to Mc-
Comb in January 1868 suggested that Ames was shoring up further sup-
port or was rewarding his friends for past deeds.
McComb had revealed the letter to the Sun after a protracted legal and
ﬁnancial battle with Ames over the disposition of some Union Paciﬁc
stock. The timing of the revelation was of immense national importance
since the 1872 presidential campaign between incumbent Grant and his
challenger Horace Greeley had just begun to heat up. Greeley, moreover,
was the founder of both the New Yorker and the New York Tribune, which
he had once edited.
Sometime after the revelation of the letter, the House and Senate ap-
pointed committees to investigate the charges. That in the House was chaired
by Representative Luke Poland (R-VT); that in the Senate was chaired by
Senator Justin Morrill (R-VT). The Senate also appointed a committee,
chaired by Senator Henry Wilson (also implicated in the Crédit Mobilier
aﬀair), to investigate the ﬁnancial activities of the Union Paciﬁc and Crédit
Mobilier. In February 1873 the Poland and Morrill committees reported.
The Poland Committee recommended that two representatives (Ames and
Brooks, the only Democrat involved) be censured and expelled. The House
censured but did not expel both, and the Senate voted to expel Paterson.
We have compiled a group of nine “facts” for the breaking news period
of September 4–30, 1872 (see appendix B, table 6B.1). The ﬁrst fact is the
letter from Ames to McComb. The remaining eight facts are denials from
the various oﬃcials named in the letter. The resolution period, from Feb-
ruary 14 to 28, 1873, contains eleven “facts” concerning the congressional
committee hearings and ﬁnal reports.
Teapot Dome
The scandal that became known as “Teapot Dome” was innocuously
broken by the Wall Street News (now the Wall Street Journal), which re-
ported on April 7, 1922, that the U.S. government had leased lands near a
place called Teapot Dome in Wyoming, one of the naval oil reserves, to
Harry F. Sinclair of Mammoth Oil. Another naval reserve, in Elk Hills,
CA, was also leased for oil exploration. The odd aspect of the leases was
that naval oil reserves were under the jurisdiction of the navy secretary, Ed-
win Denby, yet the interior secretary, Albert Fall, approved the leases (both
were Harding appointees). A week later the Senate called for hearings on
the Sinclair lease.
Evidence suggesting an actual scandal erupted in late January 1924
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Elk Hills lease, revealed that he had given Albert Fall an unsecured loan of
$100,000 just prior to the oil deal. Harry Sinclair, the head of Mammoth
Oil, also revealed, through his lawyer, that he had given Fall a loan just af-
ter the Teapot Dome lease. The resolution of the Teapot Dome aﬀair took
until 1928 when Albert Fall was found guilty of accepting a bribe. Fall had
already resigned from oﬃce in March 1923, and Edwin Denby, the secre-
tary of the navy, was forced to leave his position in March 1924.
We have compiled a list of eight facts for the breaking news period, April
7–30, 1922. These facts mainly concern the existence of the oil lease, its
terms, the justiﬁcation by the navy and interior secretaries for the lease,
and Senate action on oil leases. The resolution period, January 21–28,
1924, contains nine facts concerning the revelation about the loans from
Doheny and Sinclair to Albert Fall. See appendix B, table 6B.2 for a list of
the facts for both periods.
Coverage of Crédit Mobilier by the Press
For the three-week “breaking news” period of Crédit Mobilier we have
identiﬁed 224 articles in the seventeen newspapers, and in the two-week
“resolution” phase we have found 543 articles among the same group of
newspapers.13 We have coded the articles with respect to the four charac-
teristics: (a) size, (b) facts, (c) spin, and (d) timeliness (see appendix B on
the coding). The results are summarized by aﬃliation of the newspaper
in ﬁgure 6.3. Of the seventeen papers, eight were aligned with President
Grant and the Republican Party, ﬁve either were aligned with the Democ-
rats or were anti-Grant Republican papers, and four were listed as inde-
pendent.14
In the breaking news period of the scandal the relative size of articles was
considerably smaller in the pro-Grant (or Republican but not anti-Grant)
papers than in the others and the number of facts was somewhat smaller
(see ﬁgure 6.3, panel A, 1872).15 The spin was extremely diﬀerent between
the two types of papers. The pro-Grant papers made use of the word “lie”
and its synonyms with far greater frequency in the breaking news period,
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13. These articles were found by our extraordinary research assistants, especially Magali
Fassiotto, who scanned the microﬁlm. Only the New York Times and the Wall Street News
could be used electronically with optical character recognition software.
14. Aﬃliations are from newspaper directories (see appendix A) and newspaper histories.
The two Republican, anti-Grant newspapers are the New York Tribune and the Chicago Tri-
bune.
15. The mean number of column inches devoted to the story (expressed as a fraction of the
total size of the newspaper and multiplied by 10) was .110 for Republican papers, .425 for De-
mocratic and anti-Grant papers, and .992 for independent papers. The mean percentage of
key facts reported was .542 for Republican papers, .689 for Democratic and anti-Grant pa-
pers, and .667 for independent papers. The Democratic papers of the two lower South cities,
Galveston and New Orleans, were exceptions to this pattern as they provided relatively less
coverage of the scandal.A
Fig. 6.3 Reporting of Crédit Mobilier: Size, facts, timeliness, and spin: A, Crédit
Mobilier, 1872 and 1873: Size and facts; B, Crédit Mobilier, 1872 and 1873: Spin;
C, Crédit Mobilier, 1872: TimelinessB
Fig. 6.3 (cont.)whereas the Democratic and anti-Grant papers used the editorial “we”
with greater regularity (see ﬁgure 6.3, panel B, 1872).16
When the letter from Ames to McComb was revealed by the New York
Sun on September 4, 1872, it was viewed by many as mere political chi-
canery on the part of the Greeley campaign. For the entire period consid-
ered (September 4–30, 1872), fully four papers, all Republican, never re-
ported the existence of the letter but simply alluded to it. The remaining
four Republican papers were about two weeks late in reporting (see ﬁgure
6.3, panel C, 1872). In contrast, the Democratic and nonaligned papers re-
ported the Sun’s publication of the letter more rapidly. The rest of the facts
for the breaking news period were reported with about equal speed by all
types of presses, but with diﬀerent spin, since they were denials by various
oﬃcials. Thus, the timeliness of the ﬁrst fact diﬀered greatly between the
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C
Fig. 6.3 (cont.) Reporting of Crédit Mobilier: Size, facts, timeliness, and spin: A,
Crédit Mobilier, 1872 and 1873: Size and facts; B, Crédit Mobilier, 1872 and 1873:
Spin; C, Crédit Mobilier, 1872: Timeliness
Sources and notes: See ﬁgure 6.4 and appendix B.
Note to panel C:There are almost no diﬀerences in “timeliness” among the newspapers in the
sample in total and for the most important facts during the “resolution” period of February
1873.
16. The average frequency with which “lie” occurred (expressed as number of occurrences
in the ﬁrst two paragraphs per article) was 1.591 for Republican papers, 0.288 for Democra-
tic and anti-Grant papers, and 0.463 for independent papers. The frequency of “we” was
0.424 for Republican papers, 0.715 for Democratic and anti-Grant papers, and 0.419 for in-
dependent papers.two groups of papers even though the fraction of breaking news facts re-
ported was about equal by political aﬃliation.
Diﬀerences in factual coverage among the various types of papers dur-
ing the resolution phase of the story were not as great as in the breaking
news period. The pro-Grant papers reported the facts with the same fre-
quency as did the other papers. But other diﬀerences remained. The Re-
publican papers gave considerably less room to the complete story and
printed less of the Congressional testimony (ﬁgure 6.3, panel A, 1873).17
The spin of the papers switched. In the resolution phase the pro-Grant pa-
pers used the editorial “we,” whereas the others proclaimed more “lies”
(ﬁgure 6.3, panel B, 1873).
In sum, newspapers in the 1870s had just begun their transition from be-
ing highly politicized organs, as they were in the antebellum era, to being
more independent of political parties. When the Crédit Mobilier scandal
broke, Americans in some parts of the country did not hear about it for
weeks, and even when they were told the news, the facts were distorted for
many. Distortions came about for several reasons; among them is that
many papers were geographically removed from the nation’s political and
commercial centers and facts were still expensive to gather. The telegraph
and wire services had cheapened the cost of gathering news, yet it was still
an expensive proposition. Most of the distortion, however, came about be-
cause of the political alignment of the press.
Coverage of Teapot Dome by the Press
For the two-week breaking news period of Teapot Dome we have iden-
tiﬁed 104 articles in the seventeen newspapers, and in the week-long reso-
lution phase we found 381 articles among the same list of newspapers (see
appendix B, table 6B.2). We have coded these articles, as we did the others,
with respect to (a) size, (b) facts, (c) spin, and (d) timeliness. The results are
summarized by aﬃliation of the newspaper in ﬁgure 6.4. In the 1920s there
were eight Republican newspapers, ﬁve Democratic papers, and four in-
dependent ones (including the one ﬁnancial press—the Wall Street News,
which broke the story).
By the 1920s American newspaper writing had come to look very much
like the fact-based reporting of major newspapers we read today. As op-
posed to those in the 1870s, stories in the 1920s were factually reported
when they were printed. Spin was not evident. In fact, we could not code
spin by newspaper for the 1920s since we found practically no use of the
word “lie” and of the editorializing “we.” We did, however, ﬁnd other ways
in which reporting diﬀered by type of newspaper.
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17. The average space devoted to the scandal (expressed as a fraction of the total size of the
newspaper multiplied by 10) was 0.688 for Republican papers, 0.919 for Democratic and anti-
Grant papers, and 2.584 for independent papers.A
B
Fig. 6.4 Reporting of Teapot Dome: Size, facts, and timeliness: A, “Breaking
news” period; B, Resolution period
Sources and methods: See appendix B.
Notes: Newspaper abbreviations are as follows:
Alb    Albany Evening Journal
Balt    Baltimore SunDuring the breaking news period of the Teapot Dome scandal in 1922,
all but one of the non-Republican newspapers printed more than one-half
of the facts (the DC Staris the lone exception; see ﬁgure 6.4, panel A). Four
of these papers printed three-quarters or more of the facts. Not only did
these papers print the stories, but they also did so in a relatively timely fash-
ion and devoted considerable space to the stories. By contrast, the Repub-
lican newspapers failed to print many of the stories. Albany, Philadelphia,
and Waterbury, for example, printed no stories on the subject of oil leases
during the more than two-week period after the Wall Street News pub-
lished the story on the Teapot Dome lease. Three Republican papers pub-
lished only one of the eight facts. By the 1920s these stories were available
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Fig. 6.4 (cont.)
Chic    Chicago Daily Tribune
Cin    Cincinnati Daily Gazette (not in 1920s)
DCS    DC Evening Star
DCP    DC Washington Post (only in 1920s)
Galv    Galveston Daily News
Hart    Hartford Courant
Minn   Minneapolis Tribune
NO    New Orleans (Times-) Picayune
NYH   New York Herald
NYS    New York Sun
NYT    New York Times
NYTr   New York Tribune (not in 1920s)
NYW   New York World
Phil    Philadelphia (Evening) Bulletin
SC    Sioux City (Daily) Journal
WSJ    Wall Street News (later the Wall Street Journal; only in 1920s)
Water   Waterbury Daily American
Newspapers are divided into groups by their stated political aﬃliations (in the Ayer directo-
ries). Supplementary information on the Republican Anti-Grant papers (Chic, NYTr) has
also been used. The sole ﬁnancial newspaper (the Wall Street News) is included with the lat-
ter papers in the 1920s because it broke the Teapot Dome story and would probably have been
considered an apolitical newspaper at the time.
“Size” is the column length of the articles divided by the total size of the newspaper times
10. Thus, size is “relative size,” adjusted for the fact that some newspapers were larger than
others. Total size is length times width times the number of pages.
“Facts” is the fraction of the facts reported (see appendix B for the important facts) during
the demarcated periods.
“Spin” is measured in two ways. In both cases a count of particular words is done for the
ﬁrst two paragraphs of all articles during the periods. In the ﬁrst, the word “lie” and its vari-
ous synonyms are counted. In the second, the words “we” and “us” are counted. The use of
“lie” is generally used to spin the fact in the opposite direction. The use of “we” and “us” is
generally used to put greater emphasis (that is, editorialize) on the fact. The total counts are
scaled by the number of articles in the period for each newspaper.
“Timeliness” is measured by scoring the “facts,” dividing by the maximum score, and then
subtracting from 1. If a fact is reported on the ﬁrst day that it could have been reported, the
newspaper gets a 0 score and thus a 1 in “timeliness.” If the fact is reported a day late, it gets
a score of 1, if two days late, it gets a 2, and so on. The maximum days late is (1  the full length
of the period considered). The total score received by the newspaper is then divided by the
maximum possible score and subtracted from 1. A zero means that the newspaper never re-
ported the fact during the period considered.to all papers and could have been reported in a timely fashion. The absence
of publication of the stories represents a degree of oversight that can fairly
be called suppression of the news.
During the resolution phase in 1924 (see ﬁgure 6.4, panel B), the papers
were less distinguishable from each other with one exception, which mir-
rors our ﬁndings in the Crédit Mobilier case. The non-Republican papers,
especially some aligned with the Democratic party, gave considerably more
(relative) space to the stories they printed.
The lesson from these case studies is that although reporting style greatly
changed from the 1870s to the 1920s, the aligned papers in the 1920s still
suppressed stories and gave far less room to the stories they had to print
that damaged their candidates. Because both of our scandals involved Re-
publican administrations, we do not know from this investigation whether
the Democrat newspapers did the same, but we would hazard a guess that
they did. The aligned press was often a biased and noninformative press.
But the aligned press had become a far smaller fraction of all dailies and an
even smaller fraction of circulation. Furthermore, even in cities that had
aligned dailies, the existence of competition with the independent dailies
would have fostered the informative press.
6.3 Understanding the Rise of the Independent Press
In documenting the rise of the informative press, we found both a re-
duction in overt bias and a substantial increase in the information content
of newspapers. We now seek to explain the transformation, building on the
growing literature that explores the economic forces that act to determine
the degree of bias and the amount of information in news articles.
The information content of the news will reﬂect a trade-oﬀ between the
demands of customers who seek knowledge and entertainment, and the in-
centives of suppliers who seek to earn proﬁt and advance their ideological
views. A growing theory literature, including Mullainathan and Shleifer
(forthcoming), Gentzkow and Shapiro (2004), and Besley and Prat (2004), ex-
plores how these forces can lead ﬁrms to report biased news in equilibrium.
In this section, we follow Besley and Prat (2004) in modeling suppliers’
incentives as a trade-oﬀ between (a) proﬁts from consumers who are will-
ing to pay for informative news and (b) direct payoﬀs from printing infor-
mation favorable to one political side or the other. Although such direct
payoﬀs to suppliers are not the only possible source of bias, they seem most
consistent with historical evidence on the incentives faced by nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century newspapers.18
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18. A model that locates the source of bias on the supply side seems most consistent with
the central empirical fact we document below: that the drop in bias in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries coincided with falling costs and increasing advertising revenue. In-
tuitively, if suppliers trade oﬀ direct gains from skewing news against market proﬁts, anyThe most obvious source of such direct payoﬀs from the political slant
of information would be the individual political preferences of newspaper
owners themselves. We previously cited Thurlow Weed’s Albany Evening
Journal and Horace Greely’s New York Tribune as nineteenth-century ex-
amples of newspapers run by politically interested parties. Other examples
include Colonel McCormick of the Chicago Tribune and Harrison Gray
Otis and his descendants at the Los Angeles Times(prior to 1960), who had
strong right-wing views and ensured that their papers supported those po-
sitions.19
An additional source of payoﬀs to ﬁrms would be outside inﬂuence from
politicians or parties. This could take the form of direct bribes or kick-
backs, as in the model of Besley and Prat (2004). Perhaps the most famous
example of this kind of incentive is Secretary of State Thomas Jeﬀerson’s
use of State Department funds to pay Philip Freneau to run the radically
partisan pro-Jeﬀerson, anti-Federalist National Gazette. Outside inﬂuence
could also come from interest groups that provide biased information at
low cost, or politicians who are able to use the threat of curtailing report-
ers’ access to information to thwart unfavorable stories.
To develop the model formally, we assume that a newspaper ﬁrst decides
a level of investment that determines the probability, q, that the paper will
acquire a story. The investment includes, for example, the number of re-
porters, reporter quality, and investment in infrastructure. The investment
cost is denoted K(q), where K(0)  0, K(1)   , K  0, K″ 0. We assume
that stories cannot be fabricated and that stories do not have spin. Instead,
the primary ideological question that the newspaper faces is whether or not
to suppress a story hostile to its viewpoint. The newspaper also determines
how much to spend to uncover new stories.
A story has ideological content,  , where     {– ,  }. The ideological
content reﬂects the extent to which the story either helps or hurts politi-
cians of diﬀerent political hues. Conditional on having observed  , the pa-
per can either print the story x   or suppress it. Suppressing the story
could be interpreted to mean not referring to the event at all or engaging in
political editorializing that conveys no real information.
To capture the political bias of the newspaper, we assume that when the
paper prints a story with ideological value   the paper receives payoﬀ r .
As just mentioned, this could reﬂect the political preferences of owners or
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changes that increase the magnitude of market returns should reduce the degree of skewing.
Models that locate the source of bias on the demand side do not necessarily imply such a link.
19. It is interesting to note that whereas through the early twentieth century the usual com-
plaint was that newspapers were biased toward the right, allegations of bias today emphasize
the liberal views of reporters who supposedly slant their stories to the left. One explanation
for this switch, if indeed it occurred, could be an increase in reporters’ incomes. If the chance
to proselytize is a luxury good, then we should increasingly see reporters willing to accept
lower wages for the chance to push their own bias, as reporters become generally wealthier.outside inﬂuence from politically interested parties.20 We assume, for sim-
plicity, r   0.
We assume that there are Pconsumers who always buy the paper, and an
additional C consumers who buy the paper if it contains a new story. The
newspaper receives advertising revenue a per reader. The marginal cost of
printing a newspaper is c. Firm proﬁts are thus (C   P)(a – c)   r  – K(q)
if they print an informative story with content   and P(a – c) – K(q) other-
wise. We assume for simplicity that a   c. The model immediately yields
the following proposition.
P 1: There exists an ideological value  ∗ at which the newspa-
per is indiﬀerent between publishing or not publishing the story. For values of
 greater than  ∗, the newspaper strictly prefers publishing the story; for val-
ues of  less than  ∗, the ﬁrm strictly prefers suppressing the story. The value
of  ∗ equals –C(a – c)/r and therefore rises with c and r, and falls with a
and C.
P: The gains from including the story in the newspaper equal C(a –
c)   r , and therefore when   –C(a – c)/r the ﬁrm is indiﬀerent between
publishing or not publishing a story. Since C(a – c)   r  is monotonically
increasing in  , the ﬁrm strictly prefers publishing when   –C(a – c)/r,
and strictly prefers not publishing when   –C(a – c)/r. The comparative
statics follow from diﬀerentiating –C(a – c)/r.
The value of  ∗ denotes the degree of bias that has been introduced into
the newspaper because of its desire to publish stories that favor a particu-
lar political side. As  ∗rises, more stories are suppressed and the degree of
bias increases. The comparative statics therefore suggest that the degree
of bias is falling with net revenues per consumer (a – c), falling with C (the
marginal consumers that will be produced by a more informative paper),
and rising with r (the degree of supply-side bias).
Although these comparative static results are not surprising, they illus-
trate a fundamental trade-oﬀin newspaper bias. The possible beneﬁts from
selling more papers are weighed against the private gains from suppressing
politically charged information. In this model, as the size of the market in-
creases (causing C to rise) or as the gap between advertising revenues and
costs rises, leading (a – c) to rise, newspapers will become less biased. The
variable C can also be interpreted to reﬂect competition among papers.
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20. An important assumption built into this speciﬁcation is that the direct political returns
to suppressing or printing a story do not depend on the number of readers (i.e., Cand P). This
assumption seems an accurate description of some situations (i.e., payoﬀs from a politician
who has a ﬁxed value of winning an election), while for other situations (i.e., an editor who
values the political views of each swayed reader) it is clearly a simpliﬁcation. In the latter case,
our results would require that political payoﬀs increase more slowly in C and P than market
returns.Suppose, for example, that most consumers prefer to read somenewspaper
regardless of its information content but would prefer an informative one
over a noninformative one. Then a monopoly ﬁrm will sell to all readers re-
gardless of information content, whereas a duopoly ﬁrm will strictly in-
crease demand by providing information.21
We now turn to the equilibrium investment in information—the choice
of q. Expected newspaper proﬁts equal (a – c){P   Cq[1 – F( ∗)]}  
qr∫ 
 ∗ f( )d  –  K(q). Thus, the ﬁrst-order condition is K (q)   
[1 – F( ∗)]C(a – c)   r ∫ 
 ∗  f( )d .
P 2: Investment in information by the newspaper rises with C
and a and falls with c and r.
P  P 2: Since K″(q)   0, the sign of the eﬀect of any
variable x on q will be the same as the sign of the eﬀect of that variable on
{1 – F[–C(a– c)/r]}C(a– c)  r∫
 
–C(a–c)/r f( )d . Diﬀerentiation then reveals
that q is rising with C and a, and falling with c and r.
Proposition 2 echoes proposition 1 and shows that as markets expand,
we should observe more informative, as well as less biased, presses. De-
creases in costs, c, will also increase the incentive to acquire information
since the net returns from each reader are higher. If Crises with the level of
competition, then information acquisition will also rise with competition.
Lower levels of supply-side bias will also increase the tendency to acquire
information. Because bias involves the suppression of information, a
higher level of bias reduces the value of getting new information in the ﬁrst
place.
The framework has suggested that we look at (a) production costs, (b)
market scale, (c) market competition, and (d) advertising revenues as
forces that should determine the amount of information and bias in news-
papers. We now turn to evidence on the news media in the nineteenth cen-
tury to see which of these forces can help us to understand the rise of the
informative press.
6.4 Evidence on the Causes of the Rise of the Informative Press
We turn now to the factors that the model predicts should impact the de-
gree of bias and the amount of information in the press, such as production
costs, market size, and advertising revenues. We will highlight the remark-
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21. Besley and Prat (2004) show formally that in a model where ﬁrms receive payoﬀs from
politicians to suppress harmful information, increased competition should reduce the degree
of bias. In their model, if N ﬁrms are all suppressing information in equilibrium, a single de-
viator who prints the information gets the same payoﬀ as a monopolist. The bribe that must
be paid to each ﬁrm is thus independent of N, and the total bribe is increasing in N. In more
competitive markets, politicians ﬁnd it more diﬃcult to suppress information.able changes that occurred in each of these variables across the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, although we acknowledge that these vari-
ables are interrelated and that we are treating each as a separate factor.
6.4.1 Production Costs
Perhaps the most important change in the production costs of newspa-
pers in the nineteenth century was the reduction in the price of newsprint.
The real price of newsprint fell by one-ﬁfth from 1870, when the cost was
$25 per pound, to 1910, when it was $5 (see ﬁgure 6.5). Up through the
mid-nineteenth century virtually all newspapers were printed on relatively
expensive newsprint made from cotton or linen rags. Although the price of
rag paper began to decline in the 1830s with the invention of the Four-
drinier process, the price plummeted with the introduction, in 1867, of the
process for making paper from wood pulp (Emery and Emery 1992,
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Fig. 6.5 Newsprint prices, 1790 to 1930 (cents/pound, deﬂated by the WPI 1967  100, 
log scale)
Sources: 1790 to 1890: Lee (1937), pp. 742–43; 1890 to 1929: NBER Historical Macro Data-
base series m04093a,b, quarterly data on newsprint prices (http://www.nber.org/databases/
macrohistory/contents/). Wholesale Price Deﬂator: 1790 to 1889, U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1975), series E-52 (Warren and Person); 1890 to 1929, NBER Historical Macro Database,
quarterly WPI. On an annualized basis, the NBER series from 1890 to 1915 is the same as U.S.
Bureau of the Census (1975), series E-40. That for 1913 to 1929 is approximately series E-23
(BLS).
Notes: The NBER data are monthly, whereas the Lee data are at various intervals until 1860,
when they are annual. The Lee and NBER series are linked at 1890. The overlap numbers are
nearly identical. The Lee data for 1860 to 1890 are those paid by the New York Tribune. Be-
fore 1860, he pieced them together from several sources. The two series of newsprint data from
the NBER Macro History Database are linked at 1914. The deﬂators are linked at 1890 by
multiplying by 0.6854 ( 56.2/82) and again at 1913. The ﬁnal deﬂator is constructed for 1967
  100.p. 188). With the exception of a sharp spike during the Civil War, prices de-
clined rapidly and continuously from then to the 1910s.
Newsprint was the single largest component of costs. In the ﬁrst year af-
ter the New York Timeswas founded in 1851, newsprint accounted for fully
half of its operating costs (Mott 1962). Furthermore, the fraction of news-
print in marginal cost was considerably larger (the only other per-copy
costs were ink and the pressmen’s labor). A rough calculation suggests
that the cost of the newsprint in a single four-page issue of the 1851 New
York Times was approximately 1 cent, which was the same as the paper’s
cover price (the price was increased to 2 cents in 1852).
Changes in the price of newsprint, and the accompanying increase in cir-
culation, made it proﬁtable to invent and invest in high-speed printing
technologies. These new technologies, similar to those in textiles a century
before, widened bottlenecks. Once the price of newsprint declined (simi-
larly for yarn), it was proﬁtable to increase the speed of printing (weaving).
And once printing speeds were faster, it paid to invest in producing even
cheaper paper.
The most important innovations in nineteenth-century printing tech-
nology include steam-driven presses and presses using a cylindrical rather
than a ﬂat-bed printing surface. Both innovations were introduced in the
mid-1800s and diﬀused rapidly after the Civil War. Hoe’s famed “lightning
press,” the ﬁrst of the cylindrical presses, was unveiled in the mid-1840s.
The Linotype typesetting machine, which allowed type to be set automat-
ically from a keyboard, was ﬁrst used in 1886 and was still in use as late as
the 1950s. Other innovations of the period include stereotyped plates that
could be easily reproduced for simultaneous printing on multiple presses,
automatic folders, and the half-toning process for printing photographs
(see, e.g., Emery and Emery 1992, chap. 9, and Mott 1962, chap. 30). The
typewriter, invented in the 1860s by C. L. Sholes, once an editor of the Mil-
waukee Sentinel,diﬀused rapidly in the editorial and reporting oﬃces dur-
ing the 1880s when its price fell (Current 1954).
As the throughput of printing machines increased, average ﬁxed costs of
operation plummeted. Although we have not located a time series on aver-
age ﬁxed costs, we can approximate the change in costs by assuming that
the lifetime of capital and its depreciation rate did not diﬀer by type of ma-
chine.
In 1850 a six-cylinder type-revolving press could print 12,000 impres-
sions an hour, and it cost (in current dollars) between $20,000 and $25,000.
By the 1890s almost all printers owned “web” presses, which used a con-
tinuous roll of newsprint, printed on both sides of the page simultaneously,
and automatically folded the paper. These presses were capable of doing
from 24,000 to 48,000 twelve-page papers in an hour and cost from $40,000
to $80,000 (in current dollars). Expressing the capital cost in constant dol-
lars and assuming no diﬀerence in the depreciation rate and lifetime by
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what they were in 1870 (an average decline of about 7 percent annually).22
The maintenance cost of web presses was probably greater than that of
earlier machines. But the newer presses automatically folded the paper,
saving on labor costs, and were probably run for more days per year and
more hours per day. We do not know the magnitude of these reﬁnements,
but it is unlikely that the enormous decrease in our estimate of average
ﬁxed costs would be substantially altered.23 Printing technology, more-
over, did not stand still. In 1895 Hoe introduced the “octuple press,” which
did 48,000 sixteen-page papers per hour, and in ten years the “double oc-
tuple” commenced operation, producing 144,000 sixteen-page papers per
hour.
Of course, the best evidence that the expansion of newspapers was
driven by cost-side changes is the actual sales price of newspapers. Al-
though there is scant evidence on newspaper prices for the antebellum pe-
riod, what does exist suggests a yearly subscription rate of from $87 to $110
(in 1982–84 dollars).24 Price, circulation, and size-of-newspaper data are
available in our data beginning with 1880 (see table 6.1, panel D). In 1880
the average annual (unweighted) subscription price was $57.41 (in 1982–84
dollars), and the price fell to $35.74 in 1920, although there was little
change from 1880 to 1910. The price data weighted by circulation display
a more extreme and continuous trend downward. Whereas the 1880 annual
subscription price (in 1982–84 dollars) was $71.76, it was $55.90 in 1890,
and $33.33 in 1920. Initially newspapers with the greatest circulations were
the most costly, but they became the least expensive by the end of the pe-
riod. From 1880 to 1920, therefore, newspaper prices for the average reader
decreased an average of 1.92 percent annually.
The decrease in price is even steeper when scaled by the physical size of
newspapers. Larger newspapers, not surprisingly, cost more. In the 1890–
1910 period, during which we can obtain data on the number of pages and
the size for each page, the price decline per unit area was an average of 3.37
percent annually (weighted and scaled) while the unscaled but weighted
decline was 1.54 percent. Although scaling by size provides a reasonable
quality adjustment, it is likely that the decrease we measure is on the high
side relative to one that considered the marginal valuation by consumers of
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22. The means of the ranges given were used and the CPI deﬂator was applied (Carter et
al. forthcoming). The presses are assumed to run for the same number of days, and mainte-
nance is assumed to be a ﬁxed function of the initial cost. Most of the information on press
output and prices is from Mott (1962).
23. Typesetting also decreased in cost with the implementation of Linotype machines. In
1890 Linotype was three times faster than by hand, and typesetters received $4 for a nine-
hour day (Emery 1972, p. 338). Information on typesetting machines is too variable to esti-
mate cost savings since the Paige machine cost $12,000 but the Thorne/Simplex machine cost
just $2,000 (Mott 1962, p. 500).
24. Subscription rates are from Mott (1962, p. 203).square inches of newspapers and that the decrease in cost per unit quality
is somewhere between the weighted measure and the size-adjusted (and
weighted) measure.
A third crucial set of innovations concerns communications. The con-
straints faced by early nineteenth-century newspapers in their quest to ob-
tain timely information on events in the United States or across the At-
lantic are hard to overstate. Virtually all news was transmitted by the
exchange of local newspapers or letters from correspondents through the
mails—carried either overland by horse or by sea. If these were delayed, as
they often were by bad weather, newsmen could ﬁnd themselves in the
embarrassed position of the editor of the 1805 Orleans Gazette who wrote:
“No mail yesterday—we hardly know what we shall ﬁll our paper with that
will have the appearance of news” (quoted in Mott 1962). A paper in
Boston in these years could expect to wait almost a week for news from
New York or Washington, a month for news from New Orleans, and sev-
eral months for news from England (Mott 1962).
The situation was alleviated somewhat by transportation and communi-
cations advances such as the improved pony expresses, steamships, rail-
roads, and even carrier pigeons. The key innovation, however, was the tele-
graph, ﬁrst used in 1844. Telegraph wires soon connected all the major
cities of the United States. With the completion of the transatlantic cable
in 1866 instantaneous news was brought from Europe as well. The tele-
graph gave rise to the wire news services, among which the most important
was the Associated Press, founded in 1848 as a joint venture by major New
York City papers to share the cost of obtaining news by telegraph.
Also of great importance to the rise of the informative press was the em-
ployment of reporters and various types of editors. Up until the 1840s pa-
pers rarely employed reporters on a full-time basis. But by the 1850s, and
more so after the Civil War when correspondents were employed to send in
reports from the front, newspapers hired reporters in large numbers. By the
1870s, according to Emery and Emery (1992, p. 179), the average big-city
daily employed a chief editor, a managing editor in charge of news, a city
editor who supervised perhaps two dozen reporters, and a telegraph editor
who sorted through wire stories, as well as a host of specialty editors and
editorial writers. In the context of the model, the increase in staﬀshould be
seen as an increase in the amount of investment in information acquisition,
or q.
6.4.2 Market Scale, Circulation, and Advertising Revenues
The substantial decrease in the cost of newspapers, together with an in-
crease in average city populations and income, meant that the period from
the end of the Civil War to the beginning of World War I saw enormous
growth in the scale of newspaper markets. The number of subscriptions for
the entire United States increased twelvefold between 1870 and 1920, from
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paper per day for every twenty inhabitants in 1870 to one per day for every
four inhabitants in 1920. In America’s larger cities the level of circulation
per capita was higher, but the increase was about the same. There was
about one daily per 5 urban residents in 1870 but one per 1.7 residents in
1920.25 The average urban adult, therefore, was purchasing more than one
newspaper per day, and likely reading even more.
While much of the increase in circulation was directly due to falling
costs, lower prices, and higher incomes, some of the increase in scale was
due to other demand-related factors. The population of America’s cities
grew rapidly during this period, and rising levels of education also may
have increased demand for daily news.
The increase in total circulation can be separated into increasing circu-
lation per capita and increasing population levels using a simple decom-
position.26 Focusing on our sample of large cities, total circulation rose
from 1.37 million dailies in 1870 to 20.5 million in 1920. Circulation of
dailies per capita increased from 0.194 in 1870 to 0.419 in 1890 to 0.606 by
1920 (see table 6.1, panel B).27 Based on the decomposition, total circula-
tion would have risen from 1.37 million to 4.27 million if only circulation
per capita had changed and not population, meaning 15 percent of the rise
in total circulation can be explained by increased per capita circulation
holding population constant at 1870 levels. But if circulation per capita
had stayed constant and population had grown, total circulation would
have risen from 1.37 to 6.593 million. Thus, 27 percent of the share of the
change in total circulation can be explained by the increase in population
between 1870 and 1920. The remaining share of the increase—fully 58 per-
cent—is due to the fact that both per capita circulation and population lev-
els increased in tandem. Soaring circulation levels are largely explained by
these concurrent eﬀects.
The rise in readership was accompanied, not surprisingly, by a sub-
stantial increase in advertising revenue. Newspaper income became less
dependent on sales to consumers and more dependent on advertising.
Although a time series on advertising revenue does not exist, we have
information on advertising rates for urban dailies in 1880. It is clear from
the cross-section data that newspaper circulation was a primary determi-
nant of advertising revenues. An increase in circulation by 10,000 papers
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25. See table 6.1, panel B “circulation per capita,” inverted to be expressed here as one pa-
per per x residents.
26.   Total Circulation   Per Capita Circulation   Initial Population   Population  
Initial Per Capita Circulation   Per Capita Circulation   Population
27. These ﬁgures, and all of table 6.1, apply to daily newspapers in the 100 largest U.S. cities
in all years from 1870 to 1920 (see appendix A). By “political” newspapers we mean all daily
papers except those that had special coverage, such as ﬁnancial and theater.was associated with a 28 percent increase in the advertising rate.28Thus, it
is reasonable to think that advertising revenue continued to rise as total
circulation soared. Advertising revenues, according to one source, ac-
counted for 50 percent of newspaper income in 1880, rising to 64 percent
in 1910 (Emery and Emery 1988). This increase does not correspond ex-
actly to the parameter a in the model, which represents advertising rev-
enues per reader, but it does conﬁrm the view that attracting a large au-
dience was the key to ﬁnancial success for late nineteenth-century
newspapers.
6.4.3 Market Competition
The rise in market size was accompanied by an enormous increase in the
number of newspapers, as well as the number within each urban market.
The magnitude of the national transformation is illustrated by ﬁgure 6.2,
which shows the total number of daily papers printed in the United States.
The number climbed steadily through the middle years of the nineteenth
century and then exploded after 1870, from 500 to a peak of more than
2,500 around 1910.
Our data on urban dailies include the top 100 cities by population in
each of the census years 1870 to 1920 for a total of 152 cities (see table 6.1,
panel A for the number of cities in each year). In 1870 our sample contains
140 cities, and of these 25.7 percent (or 36) had no daily newspaper, 12.9
percent (or 18) had one daily paper, 30.7 percent (or 43) had two, and 30.7
percent (or 43) had three or more (table 6.1, panel A). In 1920, of the 150
cities included in the sample, just 3.3 percent (or 5) were left with no daily
newspapers, and 10.0 percent (or 15) had just one paper, while 83 had three
or more. Competition among newspapers of any political stripes had
clearly increased. But perhaps more important, there were more compet-
ing newspapers among the parties and the independents.
The rise in competition is important for several reasons. Competition
appears to have had the eﬀect of inducing newspapers to provide more in-
formation relative to spin. Even when the behavior of newspapers did not
change, more newspapers meant a greater supply of information for the
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28. The regression is (with absolute values of t-statistics in parentheses; R2   0.813) as fol-
lows:
AdRate   4.039   4.55 Circulation   10–3   0.205 City population   10–3 – 0.839 Evening 
(2.82) (17.6) (14.1) (0.56)
  2.066 Morning
(1.39)
where AdRate is dollars per ten lines of advertising, and evening and morning indicate the
time of publication (the omitted category is another time of the day). The regression is run
over 325 political (non–foreign language) dailies that were aligned with a major political
party or were independent. See N. W. Ayer and Son (various years) and appendix A.population. As long as one major newspaper in a city exposed corruption,
the story would get out.
In 1870 25 percent of cities with a daily had just a Democrat (D) or Re-
publican (R) newspaper (only 4 percent had just an independent paper), and
an additional 53 percent had competing D and R papers but no indepen-
dentpaper (see table 6.1,panel C).29Thus, 78 percent of the 140 large cities in
1870 probably had largely biased, uninformative reporting of events such as
Crédit Mobilier. By 1920, however, just 7 percent of cities with a daily had
only a D or R (32 percent had just an independent), and 8 percent had com-
peting D and R papers but no independent paper. In contrast, 54 percent
(40.7   13.1) had an independent paper and at least one D or R paper.
Changes in local competition can also be seen through the use of the
Herﬁndahl index. Using the appendix A data, we have calculated the aver-
age Herﬁndahl index in each city across the 1870–1920 period. The index is
deﬁned in its usual manner as the sum of the squared market shares times
10,000 and thus bounded by (0, 10,000], where a lower number indicates
greater competition. The average Herﬁndahl index across cities is 6,916 in
1870, 6,531 in 1880, 6,410 in 1890, 6,215 in 1900, 6,295 in 1910, and 5,833 in
1920. As these numbers indicate, local news was never very competitive.
These numbers are higher in each year than they would be if every market
were split equally between two competitors. The cost of providing newspa-
per content (reporters’ salaries) is a ﬁxed cost and together with physical
capital creates signiﬁcant returns to scale (as in Berry and Waldfogel 2003).
Nonetheless, the index declines in almost every decade. The decline is even
more remarkable because the rapid decrease in the price of newsprint meant
that the ratio of ﬁxed to variable costs most likely rose over the period.
The rise in newspaper competition is, of course, not a puzzle. Declining
costs and rising demand made it inevitable that there would be new en-
trants into the market. The presence of a robust market competing for con-
sumers appears to have coincided with an increase in the amount of infor-
mation contained in newspapers and a replacement of fact for vitriolic
argument.
6.4.4 Cross-City Evidence
In the previous section, we documented a remarkable concurrence of
diﬀerent economic factors: declining costs and increasing scale, competi-
tion, and advertising revenues, all of which should (according to the model)
have increased information and reduced bias. Given the interdependence of
these variables, we cannot identify which of these variables is more impor-
tant. We turn to cross-sectional evidence to examine the relationship among
market size, information content, and political independence.
We provide two diﬀerent forms of cross-city evidence. First, using the
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29. We categorize the ID and IR papers as independents.data from the Crédit Mobilier episode, we can examine the correlation be-
tween newspaper circulation and the various measures of information we
extracted from newspaper coverage of the scandal. As mentioned above,
we have four diﬀerent potential measures of news quality: the percentage
of facts recorded, the total number of stories, the relative size of the stories,
and the timeliness of the reporting of the stories. We have these measures
for both 1872 and 1873 and the circulation of the newspaper as of 1880.
While we obviously cannot interpret the relationship among these vari-
ables as causal, our model would clearly suggest that circulation and in-
formational content should be positively correlated.
In 1872, the relationships between all four of these variables and our
measure of circulation are indeed positive.30 If the New York Herald is ex-
cluded from the regression (it was a remarkably uninformative paper with
an astonishingly high circulation) then all of these correlations are statisti-
cally signiﬁcant (with the Herald, two are and two achieve borderline sig-
niﬁcance). Speciﬁcally, the correlation coeﬃcient between circulation and
the percentage of facts is 0.335 (0.415 without the Herald). The correlation
coeﬃcient between the number of stories and circulation is 0.529 (0.729
without the Herald). The correlation coeﬃcient between the timeliness of
the stories and circulation is 0.382 (0.557 without the Herald). The corre-
lation between the relative size of the stories and circulation is 0.788 (0.946
without the Herald). Overall, newspapers with more circulation produced
more facts and stories of importance, did so in a timelier manner, and de-
voted, relative to the size of the paper, more space to them.
As mentioned above, there is less heterogeneity across newspapers in
1873, when the reporting of the facts of the case became more complete.
The relationship between circulation and the number of stories as well as
their relative size remains positive. The relationship between circulation
and facts and the relationship between circulation and timeliness are both
negative and insigniﬁcant.
During the Teapot Dome episode, there is a generally positive connec-
tion between circulation and both coverage and timeliness (but not at con-
ventional levels of signiﬁcance). Newspapers with greater readership pub-
lish more facts. However, because coverage was generally more complete,
the relationships are much weaker than in the 1873 era. Still, the Teapot
Dome evidence continues to show that newspapers with more readers did
a better job of providing more complete coverage of the events. Great cov-
erage, however, was available to far more Americans.
A second form of evidence concerns newspaper independence across
cities. If falling bias is the result of increasing newspaper scale and circula-
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30. If instead of circulation we used a more plausibly exogenous measure—city popula-
tion—we obtain correlations that are larger in size with the exception of the relative size of
the stories.tion, then the number and circulation of independent newspapers should
be increasing with city population levels and with the level of total reader-
ship by city. Hamilton (2004) has shown that in his sample (a subset of
ours, including the ﬁfty largest cities for each year from 1870 to 1900) the
share of independent circulation was increasing in city population. We
perform a similar analysis with our expanded data set, examining the rela-
tionship between city size, city circulation, and independent newspapers’
share of circulation by city. In what follows, we report only the results us-
ing city population although those using city daily circulation are similar.
We report results in table 6.3 for a pooled cross-section time series re-
gression on 148 cities across six decadal years (1870 to 1920). The results
show the relationship between the logarithm of city population and the
share of the city’s circulation that is independent.31 In the pooled analysis,
we ﬁnd that a 1 log point increase in population (roughly a 100 percent
increase in population) is associated with a 7.1 percentage point increase
in the share of circulation from the independent papers. The result holds in
every decade and using either deﬁnition of independent (only I or the inclu-
sive one that includes IR and ID): bigger cities had a greater fraction of
their circulation that was independent.
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Table 6.3 City population and the circulation share of independent
daily newspapers
Pooled City ﬁxed eﬀects
Variable Coeﬃcient Standard error Coeﬃcient Standard error
Log city population 0.0710 0.0168 0.0937 0.0418
1880 0.166 0.0362 0.159 0.0422
1890 0.181 0.0396 0.161 0.0479
1900 0.164 0.0388 0.140 0.0557
1910 0.247 0.0440 0.211 0.0667
1920 0.395 0.0476 0.357 0.0760
Constant –0.624 0.172 –0.852 0.428
R2 0.206 0.600
No. of observations 803 803
Sources: See appendix A.
Notes:Dependent variable: fraction of city daily newspaper circulation that was independent
(I   IR   ID). Independent newspapers are the Independent1 group (see notes to table 6.1).
That is, independent newspapers include those that were strictly independent as well as those
that were independent-Republican and independent-Democrat. Standard errors are robust
standard errors, clustered at the city level (148 cities).
31. In these regressions, we use the more inclusive measure of independence (I  IR  ID).
The results are similar using the less inclusive measure (only I papers). The coeﬃcient on log
of city population is somewhat lower (although the mean of the dependent variable is as well),
and the signiﬁcance of the coeﬃcient in the city ﬁxed eﬀects model is lower.To check the robustness of these results, we also use city ﬁxed eﬀects. By
doing so, we are identifying the eﬀect using within-city variation. The re-
sults should be seen as testing whether cities that grew more rapidly had a
greater increase in the share of circulation that was from independent
newspapers. The estimated coeﬃcient of 0.098, somewhat larger than from
the pooled ordinary least squares regression, should be viewed as conﬁr-
mation that increases in market size are associated with increases in the rel-
ative size of the independent press.
If these coeﬃcients are accepted as reﬂecting the impact that population
(or circulation) has on the relative circulation of independents, then we can
determine how much of the rise in the Independents resulted from rising
population (or circulation). In our sample of large cities, population in-
creased from 7.1 to 34.4 million between 1870 and 1920. If the coeﬃcient
relating the share of independent newspapers to the logarithm of popula-
tion is 0.098, then the increase in population would predict a 15.5 percent-
age point increase in the share of circulation that is independent. This pre-
dicted rise is about one-third of the total increase of 46.8 percentage points
during the entire 1870–1920 period. Other factors we have identiﬁed
above—falling costs, increasing advertising revenue, and so on—presum-
ably accounted for much of the rest.
6.5 Summary: The Implications of the Informative Press 
for Corruption and Reform
We have documented signiﬁcant changes in the news media during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A larger fraction of newspa-
pers no longer had a party aﬃliation, and the press was far less likely to use
partisan language in reporting. By comparing the coverage of the Crédit
Mobilier scandal with the Teapot Dome aﬀair, some ﬁfty years later, we
found that reporting became more complete, more timely, and generally
less dominated by spin.
We also have argued and presented evidence suggesting that this trans-
formation was the result of the rising scale and competitiveness in the
newspaper industry. Declining costs and increased city populations caused
a huge increase in scale. In 1870, a newspaperman might make more
money pleasing a local politician than in selling papers and advertise-
ments. By 1920 newspapers had become big business, and they increased
readership and revenue by presenting factual and informative news. Fol-
lowing these ﬁnancial incentives, newspapers changed from being political
tools to at least trying to present a facade of impartial reporting.32
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32. One might wonder why technological change and larger markets do not act in concert
to spread unbiased and honest reporting everywhere today. Our answer is that some markets
are small and also that the governments of many countries are able to use their power to in-
ﬂuence the press.We have not directly confronted whether these changes made a diﬀer-
ence to political outcomes.33 Gathering systematic evidence on this rela-
tionship remains a challenge for future work. Nevertheless, a range of an-
ecdotal evidence suggests that growing press independence did have a
signiﬁcant impact on political outcomes, in particular on the incidence of
corruption.
First, there are many notorious examples of the rooting out of corrup-
tion by the press. Both the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome scandals
were exposed by the press; the New York Times and Harper’s Weekly suc-
cessfully brought down Boss Tweed and Tammany Hall in 1871; and vari-
ous papers, such as Pulitzer’s St. Louis Post-Dispatch, were legendary for
their campaigns against corrupt politicians.
Despite the spin and bias of individual papers in 1872, it is hard to doubt
that the denizens of New York City were exposed to a steady stream of
facts about the Crédit Mobilier scandal. By contrast, residents of smaller
towns often had no opportunity to learn about major national events.
While the rise of the informative press may not have mattered in large cities,
it most likely did in most smaller cities and towns.
The prevalence of political investment in the press also provides indirect
evidence that politicians thought the press was important. It seems un-
likely that Alexander Hamilton would have been such a proliﬁc polemicist
if he did not see it as a tool for political success or that Thomas Jeﬀerson
would have put Freneau on the State Department payroll if Jeﬀerson did
not see Freneau’s Gazette as an important tool in battling the Federalists.
Whenever politicians used resources, such as government contracts or out-
right bribes, to inﬂuence papers they aﬃrmed the fact that press coverage
was thought to be signiﬁcant.
For many nineteenth- and even twentieth-century politicians, newspa-
per publishing was an important stop on the path to political eminence.
Consider the political careers of one-time newspapermen like Horace
Greeley, Whitelaw Reid (New York Tribunepublisher and unsuccessful vice
presidential candidate in 1892), and Thurlow Weed. James Cox, who
owned several papers and was governor of Ohio, ran unsuccessfully for
president in 1920, losing to Warren Harding, a fellow newspaperman (the
Harding family owned the Marion Star).34
Press exposure of major scandals often appears to coincide with elec-
toral losses for incumbents connected to the scandal. Every signiﬁcant
Tammany Hall defeat coincided with a press campaign against municipal
corruption. The meager Republican showing in the 1876 election (the only
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33. On the role of the free press in controlling corruption in a cross-country analysis, see
Brunetti and Weder (2003).
34. The Marion Stargave some coverage of the Teapot Dome aﬀair for which Harding was
implicitly involved. On April 21, 1922 (p. 2), it printed a small article on the questioning of the
Teapot Dome oil leases by Senator Kendrick (fact #3, see appendix B).election between 1860 and 1884 when the Democratic candidate won the
national popular vote) may have been due to the exposure of the Grant-era
scandals such as Crédit Mobilier. Progressive politicians succeeded in oust-
ing incumbents when muckrakers, such as Lincoln Steﬀens, were regu-
larly exposing corruption. While we cannot prove that a more informative
press helped diminish corruption, it does appear that campaigns against
corruption succeeded when they were supported by news coverage.
During the decades from 1870 to 1920 when corruption appears to have
declined signiﬁcantly within the United States, the press became more in-
formative, became less partisan, and expanded its circulation consider-
ably.35 It seems a reasonable hypothesis that the rise of the informative
press was one of the reasons why the corruption of the Gilded Age was re-
duced during the subsequent Progressive Era.
Appendix A
Newspaper Data, 1870 to 1920
We created balanced and unbalanced panels of cities and daily newspapers
at decade intervals from 1870 to 1920. The cities were selected in the fol-
lowing manner. The top 100 cities by population in each year were com-
piled. We then increased the size of the balanced panel by adding informa-
tion to the earlier years for cities that entered the sample later and also for
cities that were in the top 100 earlier but not later. Some cities merged or
were nonexistent in the earlier years. Thus, our total sample contains 152
cities, although the number of cities having a population is 140 in 1870, 149
in 1880, and then 150 for the remaining years. The balanced panel for all
ﬁve years contains 138 cities.
We collected various types of information on all daily newspapers in
these cities for the year closest to which we could obtain a copy of a na-
tional newspaper directory, such as N. W. Ayer and Son’s American News-
paper Annualor George P. Rowell and Company’s American Newspaper Di-
rectory.In most cases we were able to use the precise year. The information
available for the newspapers is as follows: city, state, paper name, whether
foreign-language press, type of paper, party aﬃliation, establishment date,
subscription rate, advertising rate (for some years), size of paper in pages
and square inches, circulation, and the accuracy of the circulation number
(e.g., whether it was certiﬁed). By “type of paper” we mean whether the pa-
per was nonpolitical, such as the ﬁnancial and theater press, or whether it
was political, either aligned with a party or independent or some mixture.
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35. On the time-path of corruption, see Glaeser and Goldin (introduction to this volume).Thus, by “political” we mean the regular, nonspecialty press. We generally
grouped cities that later merged—for example, Brooklyn and New York
City. We added data from the census on population and county name.


























































































































































Coding Newspaper Stories Concerning 
Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome
The Historical Events and Facts
We have chosen two major historical events, known as Crédit Mobilier
and Teapot Dome. Two relatively brief periods within each event were se-
lected. The ﬁrst period begins with the breaking story, whereas the second
includes an incident that coalesced opinion, such as a congressional inves-
tigation or an admission of guilt. The periods span from one to almost four
weeks. Their lengths by event were determined by to equalize the frequency
of newspaper coverage between them. The dates used for each period per
major event are as follows.
Crédit Mobilier Period 1: September 4 to September 30, 1872
The period begins with the release by the New York Sun of a letter from
Rep. Oakes Ames to Henry McComb, once Ames’s associate in Crédit Mo-
bilier (written January 28, 1868), stating that Crédit Mobilier shares were
placed “where [they] will produce most good to us.” The names of con-
gressmen, senators, and the vice president were written on the reverse side
by McComb, supposedly from a list shown to him by Ames. The letter was
given to the Sunby McComb. The remainder of the period is taken up with
denials by those on the list.
Crédit Mobilier Period 2: February 14 to February 28, 1873
The events of this period include the conclusion of the House and Sen-
ate committees on the Crédit Mobilier scandal and the action of Congress
regarding implicated sitting members (table 6B.1).
Teapot Dome Period 1: April 7 to April 30, 1922
The period begins with a seemingly innocuous release by the Wall Street
News that the government, through Secretary of the Interior Albert Fall,
had leased oil lands—including one in Wyoming known as Teapot
Dome—to Harry Sinclair, owner of Mammoth Oil Company. The re-
mainder of the period concerns Senate demands for more information 
on the leases.
Teapot Dome Period 2: January 21 to January 28, 1924
The main event of this period is the admission by Edward Doheny,
whose company had received the Elk Hills oil leases, that he lent Albert
Fall $100,000. Sinclair’s lawyer also admitted to a loan to Fall by Sinclair
(table 6B.2).
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Period 1: September 4 to September 30, 1872
1 Sept. 4, 1872 New York (NY) Sun publishes letter (originally written 1/28/1868) from
Rep. Oakes Ames (MA) to Henry McComb stating that shares were
placed “where [they] will produce most good to us.” Names of
congressmen, senators, and the vice president were written on the reverse
side by McComb, supposedly from a list shown to him by Ames.
2 Sept. 5, 1872 Sen. Blaine (ME), in the Kennebec Journal, denied ownership of CM
stock.
3 Sept. 7, 1872 NY Sun revealed a second letter (written 1/25/1868) from Ames to
McComb also with list of names of those receiving shares.
4 Sept. 11, 1872 Rep. Dawes, in a letter, thanks the editor of the Syracuse Journal for
denouncing the Sun charges.
5 Sept. 13, 1872 Sen. Henry Wilson (MA), in a letter to the Troy Whig, denies
speculating.
6 Sept. 15, 1872 General Garﬁeld (R, OH) denied NY Sun charge and stated that he held
no stock in CM or Union Paciﬁc (UP).
7 Sept. 17, 1872 Ames, in a letter to his constituency, denied NY Sun charge.
8 Sept. 20, 1872 Rep. Scoﬁeld (PA) claimed he never received CM stock.
9 Sept. 25, 1872 Vice President Colfax, in South Bend, Indiana, speech, denied
wrongdoing.
Period 2: February 14 to February 28, 1873
1 Feb. 14, 1873 Senate Committee chaired by Sen. Morrill heard testimony from
McComb, Sen. Conkling (NY), and Sen. Patterson (NH).
2 Feb. 15, 1873 Senate Committee heard from Harlan regarding $10,000 from T. Durant
(UP) to Harlan’s campaign; testimony from Sen. Wilson (MA)
3 Feb. 17, 1873 Washington, DC Sunday Herald published the purported transcript of
the Ames memorandum book.
4 Feb. 18, 1873 Poland Committee (House) recommended the expulsion of Oakes Ames
and James Brooks (D, NY). Oakes found guilty of a misdemeanor.
5 Feb. 19, 1873 Senate Committee heard from Ames about Harlan.
6 Feb. 19, 1873 Poland Committee (House) heard from Vice President Colfax and
Joseph Fowler (ex-senator, TN).
7 Feb. 20, 1873 Wilson Special Committee (Senate) on the Union Paciﬁc reported on
relations between the UP and CM.
8 Feb. 20, 1873 House referred to the Judiciary Committee the issue of impeaching the
vice president.
9 Feb. 22, 1873 Morrill Committee (Senate) heard from Sen. Paterson; Sen. Harlan
recalled.
10 Feb. 27, 1873 House voted to issue severe condemnations of Brooks and Ames but not
to expel them.
11 Feb. 27, 1873 Morrill Committee (Senate) recommended expulsion of Sen. Paterson.
Notes: CM   Crédit Mobilier.Table 6B.2 Teapot Dome facts during two periods
Period 1: April 7 to April 30, 1922
1 Apr. 7, 1922 The Wall Street Journal reported that the U.S. government leased Teapot
Dome, one of the naval reserves, to Harry F. Sinclair of Mammoth Oil.
2 Apr. 14, 1922 Announcement of a Department of the Interior policy to store oil above
ground.
3 Apr. 15, 1922 Senate passed Sen. Kendrick’s (WY) resolution calling for detailed
information on the Sinclair lease.
4 Apr. 17, 1922 Acting Interior Secretary Finney announced the terms of the lease:
graduated royalties ranging from 12.5 to 50 percent.
5 Apr. 21, 1922 Sen. La Follette (WI) introduced a resolution calling for an inquiry into
the leasing of oil areas to inﬂuential companies.
6 Apr. 22, 1922 A joint letter transmitted by Navy Secr. Denby and Finney that in leasing
the oil reserves they were acting under the authority of Congress.
7 Apr. 28, 1922 Sen. La Follette charged that speculators on the New York Stock
Exchange netted $30 million from advance information.
8 Apr. 29, 1922 Senate passes resolution directing the Committee on Public Lands and
Surveys to investigate the leases.
Period 2: January 21 to January 28, 1924
1 Jan. 21, 1924 Archie Roosevelt (son of president) stated he severed ties to Sinclair.
2 Jan. 22, 1924 Subpoena issued for Fall and Zevely (lawyer to Sinclair) to testify before
Senate. Sinclair requested to attend.
3 Jan. 23, 1924 Sen. Caraway (AR) called for immediate action on his resolution to cancel
the Teapot Dome lease.
4 Jan. 24, 1924 Edward Doheny admitted that he had lent Fall $100,000 [“without
security . . . eventuating in the contract awarded to Doheny on Apr. 25,
following, through which he secured, without competition, a contract
giving him a preference right to a lease of a large part of Naval Reserve
No. 1”].
5 Jan. 25, 1924 Zevely testiﬁed about an additional $25,000 loan from Sinclair to Fall
after the Teapot Dome lease.
6 Jan. 25, 1924 Senate ordered an investigation on Indian Land Lease entered into by
Fall.
7 Jan. 27, 1924 President Coolidge stated he would appoint a special counsel.
8 Jan. 28, 1924 House recommended resolution granting $100,000 for Coolidge to
investigate the leases.
9 Jan. 28, 1924 Sen. Robinson (AR) submits resolution calling on the president to request
Navy Secr. Denby’s resignation.The Coding
Every article concerning the two events in the time periods listed was
read and coded in the following manner to ascertain coverage, factual re-
porting, timeliness, and spin:
1. Size of article in column inches (excluding headlines).
2. Whether each fact given above was covered and on which day.
3. Spin is captured in two ways. We read the ﬁrst two complete para-
graphs of each article and coded the number of times the ﬁrst person
plural was used (“we,” “us”). The use of the ﬁrst person plural indi-
cates editorializing. We also use the same paragraphs to count the
number of times words such as “lie” and “false” were used (there were
more than thirty diﬀerent words in the 1870s articles that are syn-
onyms for “lie”).36
The Newspapers
We coded daily newspapers and included those that were instrumental
in breaking the story (such as the New York Sun in the case of Crédit Mo-
bilier). Where possible we included newspapers from smaller cities (such as
Sioux City), those geographically distant from the East Coast (such as
Galveston), and those in the nation’s capital. We attempted to incorporate
a mix of political parties, although Republican newspapers dominated in
general.
The full list of papers follows together with the approximate number of
separate articles published on the topic during the stated period (table
6B.3).
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36. The full list of words is as follows: baseless, calumny, canard, charlatan, cheat, decep-
tion, deceitful, dishonest, dishonesty, fabrication, fake, false, falsehood, ﬁb, ﬁction, fraud,
groundless, hoax, humbug, hypocrisy, imposture, insincere, libel, meretricious, misrepresen-
tation, myth, perjury, prevarication, quack, slander, specious, and untruth. All parts of
speech were counted (e.g., noun, adjective, verb).228 Matthew Gentzkow, Edward L. Glaeser, and Claudia Goldin
Table 6B.3 Newspapers used for coding Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome articles
Number of articles for each period
Aﬃliation
Crédit Mobilier Teapot Dome
9/9/1872– 2/14/1873– 4/14/1922– 1/22/1924–
Newspaper 1880a 1920 9/30/1872 2/28/1873 4/30/1922 1/29/1924
Albany Evening Journal RI R 1 2 5 2 0 2 0
Baltimore Sun II D 8 3 2 54 7
Chicago Daily Tribune RI R 3 1 5 4 9 1 5
Cincinnati Daily Gazette R— 1 2 29 ne ne
DC Evening Star II 4 2 7 4 2 5
DC Washington Post DI n e ne 4 19
Galveston Daily News DI D 3 6 4 1 3
Hartford Courant RR 1 1 28 1 21
Minneapolis Tribune RR 2 1 4 9 1 5
New Orleans (Times-) 
Picayune DI D 6 2 4 41 8
New York Herald II 4 4 6 8 2 5
New York Sunb II R 4 0 4 2 4 1 8
New York Times RI D 2 4 4 21 14 0
New York Tribune R— 3 0 33 ne ne
New York World b DI D 2 6 4 5 6 3 8
Philadelphia (Evening) 
Bulletin RI R 4 3 0 01 5
Sioux City (Daily) 
Journal RR 3 2 1 2 2 0
Wall Street News 
(later Journal) —F inancial ne ne 32 18
Waterbury Daily 
American IR IR 4 18 1 14
All listed newspapers, 
articles — — 224 543 104 381
Notes: ne   nonexistent for the period given. All newspapers were read from microﬁlm except the New
York Times and the Wall Street News, which are on-line newspapers with optical character recognition
(OCR) technology.
a1880 is used for political aﬃliation because many aﬃliations are missing for 1870. Note that the DC
Washington Post began publication in 1877 and is not in the 1872, 1873 sample.
bThere was both a morning and an evening paper in the 1920s. The microﬁlms used were for the morn-
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